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Abstract: The World Wide Web has evolved in less than two decades as the major source of data and information for all 

domains. Web has become today not only an accessible and searchable information source but also one of the most 

important communication channels, almost a virtual society. Web mining is a challenging activity that aims to discover new, 

relevant, and reliable information and knowledge by investigating the web structure, its content, and its usage. Though the 

web mining process is similar to data mining, the techniques, algorithms, and methodologies used to mine the web contains 

those specific to data mining, mainly because the web has a great amount of unstructured data and the changes are frequent 

and rapid. Personalization tools rely on click stream data captured in Web Server logs. The lack of user rating, sparse nature 

and large volume of data poses serious challenges to standard collaborative filtering techniques in terms of efficiency and 

performance. Web personalization can be effective if it is based on Association rule discovery from usage data. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Collaborative filtering (CF) is a technique used by some recommender systems. Collaborative filtering is the process of 

filtering information or patterns using techniques involving collaboration among multiple agents, viewpoints, data sources, etc. 

It is a method of making automatic predictions (filtering) about the interests of a user by collecting preferences or taste 

information from many users.  

Collaborative filtering systems have many forms, but many common systems can be reduced to two steps: 

1. Look for users who share the same rating patterns with the active user (the user whom the prediction is for). 

2. Use the ratings from those like-minded users found in step 1 to calculate a prediction for the active user. 

The collaborative filtering suffers a lot of limitations like- 

 Data sparsity 

Many commercial recommender systems are based on large datasets. As a result, the user-item matrix used for 

collaborative filtering could be extremely large and sparse, which brings about the challenges in the performances of the 

recommendation. One typical problem caused by the data sparsity is the cold start problem. As collaborative filtering methods 

recommend items based on users’ past preferences, new users will need to rate sufficient number of items to enable the system 

to capture their preferences accurately and thus provides reliable recommendations. 

http://www.ijarcsms.com/
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Similarly, new items also have the same problem. When new items are added to system, they need to be rated by substantial 

number of users before they could be recommended to users who have similar tastes with the ones rated them. The new item 

problem does not limit the Content based recommendation, because the recommendation of an item is based on its discrete set 

of descriptive qualities rather than its ratings. 

 Scalability 

As the numbers of users and items grow, traditional CF algorithms will suffer serious scalability problems. For example, 

with tens of millions of customers and millions of items , a CF algorithm with the complexity of  is already too large. 

As well, many systems need to react immediately to online requirements and make recommendations for all users regardless of 

their purchases and ratings history, which demands a higher scalability of a CF system. 

 Synonyms 

Synonyms refer to the tendency of a number of the same or very similar items to have different names or entries. Most 

recommender systems are unable to discover this latent association and thus treat these products differently. 

 Grey Sheep 

Gray Sheep refers to the users whose opinions do not consistently agree or disagree with any group of people and thus do 

not benefit from collaborative filtering. Black Sheep are the opposite group whose idiosyncratic tastes make recommendations 

nearly impossible.  

 Shilling attacks 

In a recommendation system where everyone can give the ratings, people may give lots of positive ratings for their own 

items and negative ratings for their competitors. It is often necessary for the collaborative filtering systems to introduce 

precautions to discourage such kind of manipulations. 

The challenge in designing of web personalization system is to improve the scalability of the recommendation system. One 

of the most successful and widely used technologies for building personalization and recommendation system is K –nearest 

neighbor approach. The K-nearest –Neighbor (kNN) approach compares those records of other users in order to find the top k 

users who have similar interest.                                             

The work presents in this paper can improve the recommender system with the help of  association rule mining from click 

stream data. First of all the frequent itemset is generated with the help of Apriori algorithm and it is stored in the frequent 

itemset graph. Then the recommendation engine matches the current user session window with itemsets to find candidate page 

views for giving recommendations. 

II. WEB USAGE MINING 

Web data mining is the process of extracting structured information from unstructured or semi-structured web data sources. 

Web Extraction also referred as Web Data Mining or Web Scrapping. It is done by creating programmed or script written in any 

programming language that processes the unstructured or semi-structured html web pages of a target web site to extract 

information or data for converting unstructured data into structured format. Web data mining scripts and applications will 

simulate a person viewing a web site with a browser. With help of web data Mining, We can connect to a website's web pages 

and request information or a pages, exactly as a browser would do. The web server will send back the html web page which we 

can then extract specific information from that web page. 

       Therefore, Web Data Mining is the integration of information gathered by traditional data mining methodologies and 

techniques with information gathered over the World Wide Web .Web mining is used to understand customer behavior, evaluate 

the effectiveness of a particular Web site. 
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Web mining can be divided into three different types,  

1. Web Content Mining 

2.  Web usage Mining  and  

3. Web structure mining 

 
Fig 1. Different types of Web Mining 

 

Web content mining examines the content of Web pages as well as results of Web searching.  The content includes text as 

well as graphics data. It is further divided into Web page content mining and search results mining.  It is traditional searching of 

Web pages via content, while Search results mining is a further search of pages found from a previous search.  

The main purpose for structure mining is to extract previously unknown relationships between Web pages. This structure 

data mining provides use for a business to link the information of its own Web site to enable navigation and cluster information 

into site maps. This allows its users the ability to access the desired information through keyword association and content 

mining. Hyperlink hierarchy is also determined to path the related information within the sites to the relationship of competitor 

links and connection through search engines and third party co-links.  

 Architecture Of Web Usage Mining 

Web usage mining is one of the prominent research areas due to these following reasons- 

a) One can keep track of previously accessed pages of a user. These pages can be used to identify the typical behavior of the 

user and to make prediction about desired pages. Thus personalization for a user can be achieved through web usage 

mining.  

b) Frequent access behavior for the users can be used to identify needed links to improve the overall performance of future 

accesses. Perfecting and caching policies can be made on the basis of frequently accessed pages to improve latency time. 

c) Common access behaviors of the users can be used to improve the actual design of web pages and for making other 

modifications to a Web site.  

d)    Usage patterns can be used for business intelligence in order to improve sales and advertisement by providing product 

recommendations. 

 
Fig 2. Architecture of Web Usage Mining 
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 Different steps in Web Usage Mining 

There are five major steps followed in web usage mining are- 

1. Data collection – Web log files, which keeps track of visits of all the visitors 

2. Data Integration – Integrate multiple log files into a single file 

3. Data preprocessing – Cleaning and structuring data to prepare for pattern extraction 

4. Pattern extraction – Extracting interesting patterns 

5. Pattern analysis and visualization – Analyze the extracted pattern 

6. Pattern applications – Apply the pattern in real world problems 

 
Fig 3 Different steps in Web Usage Mining 

 

III. WEB RECOMMENDATION 

Personalization is a process of gathering and storing information about visitors of a web site, analyzing the stored 

information, and, based on this analysis, delivering the right information to each visitor at the right time. A personalization 

component should be capable to recommend documents and/or other web sites, promote products, make appropriate advice, 

target e-mail, etc. A personalization component builds and exploits models or profiles of the users interacting with the system. 

A user profile is a (possibly structured) representation of characteristics of that user, in order to take into accounts his or her 

needs, goals, and interests. 

Classification Of Recommendation System:- 

1. Recommendation System Using Apriori Algorithm 

2. Rule-Based Techniques 

3. Item-Based Collaborative Filtering 

4. Content-Boosted Collaborative Filtering 

5. The Weighted Combination of Content-based and Collaborative Filtering 

IV. RELATED WORK 

According to the past research in the field of web personalization the most widely used technologies for building 

personalization and recommendation system is collaborative filtering.  

One of the approaches used in collaborative filtering is the K-nearest neighbor approach. The K-nearest neighbor approach 

compare that record with the historical data of other users in order to find the top k users who have similar taste of interests. The 

mapping of a visitor record to its neighborhood could be based on similarity in ratings of items access to similar pages or 
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purchase of similar items. The identified neighborhood is then used to recommend items not already accessed or purchased by 

the active user. 

The CF-based techniques has a lots of limitations that the it requires the neighborhood formation phase be performed as an 

online process and for very large data set this may not be acceptable. A number of optimization strategies has also used as the 

remedy of this shortcoming like similarity indexing and dimensionality reduction to reduce real time search costs. 

In recent years there has been a lot of amount of work done in the area of web usage mining and finding the interesting 

patterns of user behavior. A lot of work has been proposed in the area of web personalization. 

The web usage mining technique like clustering depends on the offline pattern discovery from user transactions and can be 

use to improve the scalability of collaborative filtering. Algorithms of some previous research work have also proposed the 

automatic personalization based on clustering of user transaction and page views but this approach reduce the recommendation 

accuracy. 

Table 1: Sample Web transaction with pageviews A, B, C, D, and E 

 

 

 

 

V. DATA PREPARATION AND RECOMMENDATION GENERATION 

The proposed work is divided into three parts 

1. Data Preparation , 

2. Pattern Discovery, and 

3. Recommendation generation 

 Data Preparation: 

Data preprocessing is considered to be the very important step in data preparation. The data preprocessing has to be done 

carefully. The data has to preprocess. The first step in data preprocessing is data cleaning. In data cleaning step all the 

unnecessary fields of log files like the images, fields with extension of .html has been removed.  

The next step in data preprocessing is the user identification then session identification and the pageview identification.  

The above preprocessing tasks finally results into the set of n pageviews,  

P={( p1,p2,p3…….pn)} and a set of m user transaction s, T= {t1,t2,t3……,tm} 

Where each ti € T is a subset of P. Therefore each transaction t can be viewed as an l-length sequence of ordered pairs. 

 T= ((p1
1
,w(p1

1
)), ((p2

2
,w(p2

2
), ……….. ((pt

t
, w(pt

t
 )) 

Where p1
1
 = pj for some j € {1,2,3,……n} and w(pi

i
) is the weight associated with the pageview.In this paper only binary 

weights on pageviews within the user transaction has considered.(Binary represents the existence or non-existence of the 

product-purchase or document access in the transaction. 

 After data preprocessing we have finally get a set of transactions with different pageviews as shown in below table 1. 

 

 

T1: {A B D E} 

T2: {A B E C D } 

T3: {A B E C} 

T4: {B E B A C } 

T5: {D A B E C } 
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 Pattern Discovery: 

      Using Apriori algorithm the frequent itemset is generated. The Apriori algorithm initially finds groups of items i.e. 

pageviews occurring frequently together in many transactions. 

   Given a transaction T and a set I={I1,i2……..Ik} of frequent itemset the support is define as 

A(Ik) = {t € T: Ik  t}/ T  

For example: - The frequent itemset for the above shown transactions is shown in the below table 2- 

Size 1 Size2  Size 3 Size 4 

{A}(5) {A,B}(5) {A,B,C}(4) {A,B,C,E}(4) 

{B}(6) {A,C}(4) 

 

{A,B,E}(5)  

{C}(4) {A,E}(5) {A,C,E}(4)  

{D}(5) {B,C}(4) {B,C,E}(4)  

 {B,E}(5)   

 {C,E}(4)   
Table 2 : Frequent Itemset generated by Apriori algorithm 

 

The support of an itemset is defined as the minimum support of all items contained in the itemset. 

 The Recommendation Engine: 

 Here we are using a fixed size sliding window over the current active session to capture the current user’s history depth. 

For the above example it he current session with window size 3 is suppose <A,B,C>  and now the user reference the pageview 

D then the new active session becomes <B,C,D> . 

The recommendation engine matches the current user session window with the itemsets to find candidate pageview for 

giving recommendation. The recommendation value of each candidate pageview is based on the confidence of the 

corresponding association rule whose consequent is the singleton containing the pageview to be recommended. If the rule 

satisfied the specified confidence threshold requirement then the candidate pageview is added to the recommendation set. Given 

the frequent itemsets is stored in frequent item set graph of level k. Both the user active session window and the frequent itemset 

graph is stored in lexographical order. For a given active user session window w , a depth first search is performed to level w, If 

match is found then the children of the matching node n containing w are use to generate candidate set. For a given example ,if 

the user active session window <B,E> the recommendation generation algorithm finds items A and  C as candidate 

recommendation .The recommendation scores of item A and C are 1 and 4/5 corresponding to the confidences of the rule 

{B,E}-{A} and{B,E}-{C}. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This paper has presented the work that can increase the efficiency of web recommendation. Since web recommendation can 

help the web site developer to improve the web site and provide good and efficient material to its user. The algorithm can be 

enhanced by using more effective techniques for generation of frequent itemsets. 
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